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Our next Exhibition of Works by Local ArtistsOur next Exhibition of Works by Local Artists

RROAD TO NIMBINOAD TO NIMBIN  
February 13February 13thth to March 29 to March 29thth

Thursday - Sunday, 10am - 4pmThursday - Sunday, 10am - 4pm
What is it about this region that has attracted soWhat is it about this region that has attracted so  
many  people  with  creative  minds,  who  aremany  people  with  creative  minds,  who  are  
prepared to explore ways to live in a better way?prepared to explore ways to live in a better way?  
For  many  it  is  not  the  multipointed  green  leafFor  many  it  is  not  the  multipointed  green  leaf  
which has been so often associated with Nimbin butwhich has been so often associated with Nimbin but  
the  dramatic  beauty  of  the  landscape.  Bluethe  dramatic  beauty  of  the  landscape.  Blue  
mountains  that  reach half  way to the sky,  rockymountains  that  reach half  way to the sky,  rocky  
pools deep in the rainforest, vibrant green growthpools deep in the rainforest, vibrant green growth  
shielding tender blooms, and always the awarenessshielding tender blooms, and always the awareness  
of being part of the natural world. The exhibitionof being part of the natural world. The exhibition  
will show responses to this environment, as well aswill show responses to this environment, as well as  
the ‘roads’ some of us have taken to get here.the ‘roads’ some of us have taken to get here.
The  Exhibition  will  be  officially  opened  by  that 
Electric Cyclist Peter Van de Wyk on Friday the 13th 

of February, 6.30 pm with Dinner $15/ dessert $4 if 
booked (6689 7449) AND we offer a 15% discount on 
all art-works purchased at the official opening!!

PLEASE VISIT OUR WEB-PAGE AT PLEASE VISIT OUR WEB-PAGE AT 
http://www.blueknobgallery.comhttp://www.blueknobgallery.com

OUR CAFE OFFERS LIGHTOUR CAFE OFFERS LIGHT   
REFRESHMENTS. REFRESHMENTS. 

EVENING DINNERS MAY BE ARRANGEDEVENING DINNERS MAY BE ARRANGED   
FOR A MINIMUM OF 10 PERSONSFOR A MINIMUM OF 10 PERSONS
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